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INTRODUCTION 
For a ring A, the Grothendieck group G,(A) is defined by generators 
[Ml, one for each finitely generated left A-module M, with relations 
[M] = [M’] + [M”] for each short exact sequence 0 -+ M’ -+ M + M” -+ 0 
of finitely generated left A-modules. In particular, let G be a finite group, Q 
be the rational number field, and Z be the ring of rational integers. Denote 
by ZG the integral group ring of G over Z and QG the group algebra of G 
over Q. Then the Grothendieck group G,(ZG) may be given a ring struc- 
ture as follows: for all ZG-lattices M and N, set [M] [IN] = CM@ N], 
where MQ N is a ZG-module with the action of G given by 
g(m 0 n) = gm Q gn, for all g E G, m E M, n E N. We can define a product 
similarly on G,(QG). Then Swan [13] has shown that this makes G,(ZG) 
and G,(QG) into commutative rings. 
Since there is a natural epimorphism 0: G,(ZG) + G,(QG) defined by 
0( [M] ) = [Q Oz M] and G,( QG) is Z-free, there is a linear map 
o: G,(QG) + G,(ZG) with oB= IcoCpc) and so we have G,(ZG) = 
ker 8 0 o(G,(QG)) as abelian groups. Such a map o is called a lifting for 
G,(ZG) (see [12]). Furthermore, Swan [13] has showed that Ker 0 is a 
square-nilpotent ideal. Therefore, in order to get an explicit formula of the 
ring structure, we suffice to determine the multiplications of elements of 
o(GO(QG)) in G,(ZG) and then the action of G,(QG) on Ker 8. The 
Grothendieck ring G,(ZG) has been studied by Heller and Reiner [S, 61, 
Swan [13, 143, Stancl [12], and Obayashi [S]. Swan first gave a formula 
for multiplication in G,(ZG) when G is cyclic of prime power order and 
Stancl generalized this to the case of an arbitrary cyclic group and an 
elementary abelian group, and then Obayashi treated abelian p-groups. In 
these cases, they settled the first part by finding a special lifting w, which is 
just a ring homomorphism. Then the structure of w(G,(QG)) is easy to 
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understand. We call such a ring homomorphism a “ring lifting.” The pur- 
pose in this paper is to find ring liftings for all p-groups and some nilpotent 
groups. 
THEOREM 1. Let G he a finite nilpotent group. Assume that G does not 
involve the quaternion group of order 8 or G is a 2-group. Then there is a ring 
ltyting w: G,(QG) + G,(ZG). Furthermore, this ring lifting is commutative 
with the conjugations, the restrictions, and the transfers. 
1. NOTATION 
In this section, we will explain the notation in this paper. All groups in 
this paper will be finite nilpotent and all modules will be finitely generated 
right modules. Most of our notation is standard and taken from [ 1,2]. In 
particular, we will use the following: 
G, H, iv finite nilpotent groups, 
P a rational prime, 
itI a primitive nth root of 1, 
IGI the order of a finite group G, 
n(G) the set of prime divisors of the order of G, 
SY~, H the set of Sylow p-subgroups of a finite group H, 
H (P’) a Hall p’-subgroup of a finite group H, 
G = C Hg the coset decomposition, 
H\ GIN the (H, N)-double cosets HgN of a group G relative to a pair 
of subgroups H and N of G, 
V” the induced G-module of an L-module V for L d G, 
Wfi the restriction of a G-module W into a subgroup H of G, 
Vg the conjugation of an H-module V into g- ‘Hg via g, 
Ker V = {f E H: vf = v for all v E V} for an H-module V, 
and similarly on Grothendieck groups. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF NILPOTENT GROUPS OVER Q 
In this and following sections, we will investigate the representations of 
nilpotent groups over Q. Although most results in these sections are 
already studied by the way of character [3], we will revisit the structure of 
QG-modules directly because they will be used to define a ring lifting in 
Section 4. At first, we treat the primitive QG-modules. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite nilpotent group and V be a faithful 
irreducible QG-module. Zf for all maximal subgroups N of G, V,,, is 
homogeneous, then Sylow p-subgroups of G are cyclic for odd primes p and 
Sylow 2-subgroups of G are either cyclic, dihedral, semi-dihedral, or 
generalized quaternion. In particular, G has a normal cyclic subgroup of 
index at most 2. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Zf G 
has a faithful primitive irreducible QG-module V, then G is cyclic of square- 
free order. 
Set G= (a) and n= ICI, then VEQ([~) and a acts on Q(c,) as the 
product of [, for some primitive nth root c, of 1. We will write V= 
Q(i,; a). Set G = rIIpcn(Gj P with PE SylJG), then we have Q(c,; a)= 
0 pcx(G) Q(l,; a,), where P= (a,> and we see Q(&,;a,) as a Q(W,.,)- 
module. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G be a finite nilpotent group and V be an 
irreducible QG-module. If for a subgroup H of G and a QH-module W, 
v = V, then we call the pair (H, W) a generator of V. In particular, if W 
is primitive, then we call (H, W) a primitive generator. 
For a primitive generator (H, W) by Lemma 2.2 and the above 
arguments, we have W = Q([, ; a) f or some aE H and W= @ W,, where 
W, is a QH-module Q([,; a,,) whose kernel contains HCp,). Since G is 
nilpotent, Vg WG g Q W,‘, where W,’ is a QP-module and we see it as a 
Q(G/G,,,,)-module and P E Syl,(G). 
Let R be a subring in Q containing Z and define an RH-lattice 
M= R[[,] c Q([,,) on which a acts as the product of [,,. Then Q @ M= W. 
We will write M= R[c,,; a]. Clearly, by the same way as above, 
Mz @ R[[,;a,] and IV”= @psn(Gj R[[,; a,lP, where R[[,; a,lP is an 
RP-lattice and we see it as an R(G/G(,.,)-lattice. 
In the following sections, we will sometimes treat p-groups by the above 
arguments. Then we will use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a p-group, N be a maximal subgroup of G, and V 
be a non-trivial irreducible QN-module. Zf VG is not irreducible, then v 
decomposes into the direct product of p simple QG-modules. 
3. PROOFS OF THE STATEMENTS IN SECTION 2 
At first, we will show Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Let V be a faithful irreducible 
QG-module. Let A be a normal abelian subgroup of G. Suppose that V, is 
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not homogeneous. Let W be a homogeneous component of V,A, H be the 
invariant subgroup of W in G, and N be a maximal subgroup of G 
containing H. Then by Clifford’s theorem [ 11, every homogeneous 
component is conjugate to W in G and so by seeing W as a QH-module, 
we set X= WN, then VA=@ &=zNzXg. Since X,=@ C,V=xH,, Wn 
and &r/l = 0 CN=I;:tfn Wng, X & Xg, that is, V, is not homogeneous, 
which contradicts the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1. Therefore, V, is 
homogeneous. Since V is faithful, so is V,, and so we get that A is cyclic. 
Then by Theorem 5.4.10 in [4], for odd prime p, Sylow p-subgroups of G 
are cyclic and a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is either cyclic, dihedral, semi- 
dihedral, or generalized quaternion. In any case, there is a normal cyclic 
subgroup A of G of index at most 2, which proves Lemma 2.1. Next we 
assume that I’ is primitive and continue the proof of Lemma 2.2. If V, is 
not irreducible, then V, = V, @ V, and since 1 G : A / = 2, we have I’? = V, a 
contradiction. Set A = (a) and IA 1 = n. If G # A and there is an involution 
b in G-A, then since V, is irreducible, we may assume that V, 2 Q([,,) 
and a acts as a product of i,,. Since V is an irreducible component of 
P’; = Q(i,,) + Q(l,,) h = {r + rh: r E Q(l,,)} + {r - rh: r E Q(i,,)}, V z 
{r+rb: rEQ(L)} or Vg {r-rh:rEQ([,,)}, where (- ) is the Galois 
automorphism induced by the action of h on (u). In any case, since 
Q([,,,) # Q(c,), we have that for K= (a*, h), V, is not irreducible. Since 
IG : KI = 2, we have a contradiction. Therefore, if G # A, then there is no 
involution in G-A, which implies that a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is a 
generalized quaternion. By hypothesis, G is a 2-group. But, in this case, G 
does not have such a QG-module, a contradiction. Thus, we obtain that G 
is cyclic. If the order of G is divisible by the square of prime p, then V, 
decomposes into the product of p irreducible QL-modules for a subgroup L 
of G with (G : LI =p. Then V = WG, for an irreducible QL-submodule W of 
V, a contradiction. Finally, we have that the order of G is square-free and 
Lemma 2.1. 
4. A LIFTING 
In this section, we will define a lifting oG: G,JQG) + G,(ZG) for every 
nilpotent group G under the assumption of Theorem 1 and then investigate 
its relations with the natural homomorphisms of Grothendieck groups. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let W= Q(c,,; a) be a primitive QH-module. By giving 
the action of a on Z[{,] as the product of [,, Z[[,] becomes a ZH-lattice 
with Q@Z[{,] E W. To denote the action of a, we will write Z[[,; a]. Let 
(H, W= Q(c,; a)) be a primitive generator of a simple KG-module V. Set 
wc( V, W) = Z[c,; a]” and oG( V, W) = [wc( V, W)] E G,(ZG). 
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The main purpose in this section is to prove the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. wo( V, W) does not depend on the choice of a primitive 
generator (H, W). Especially, setting wo( V) = wo( V, W) and extending it 
linearly, we have a lifting wo. Furthermore, for a subgroup N of G and a 
QN-module X, the following relations hold 
(a) w,g(F) = (wN(X))Rfor ail gE G, 
(b) w,(J?)=(w,(X))sfor N<S<G, and 
(c) WAX,) = (w,(W),for Td N. 
Remark. The above relations show that {w, } implies a morphism of 
G-functor G,(Q*) into G,(Z*). 
Proof. Set R=Z[l/IGl] and W”,(V, W)=R@w,(V, W)=R[[,;a]‘, 
where W= Q(l,,; a). At first, we will prove that w”~ satisfies all the proper- 
ties in Theorem 4.2. We note that RG is a maximal order in QG and 
w”~( V, W) are just RG-lattices. Suppose false and let G be a minimal coun- 
terexample. 
(1). w’lG( V, W) does not depend on the choice of W. 
Proof Suppose false, then there are two primitive generators 
(H, B’=Q([,,, h)), (K, X=Q(i,,k)) of V such that R[[,; hlG & 
R[<,; klG. By the minimality of G, we have Ker V= 1 and G = (H, K). If 
G is abelian, then G is cyclic and Ker W= 1 = Ker X. We then obtain 
H = K by the properties of primitive generators, a contradiction. In par- 
ticular, we get G # H and G # K. By the choice of G, we have 
w”J W) = R[{,; h] and w”K(X) = R[<,; k]. Set M, = w”J W) and 
M, = w”~(X). Since RGe is Morita equivalent to n = End..(M,), we suf- 
fice to show Hom,G(M,G, MzG) z n as n-modules, where e denotes the 
central primitive idempotent of KG corresponding to V. If there is a 
maximal subgroup N of G such that V, is not homogeneous, then we can 
choose H as a subgroup of N and we have that WN is a homogeneous 
component of V. Then Horn&M,‘, M,‘) E Hom,&M,N, M,‘,) as 
n-modules. On the other hand, by Mackey decomposition and the 
minimality of G, we have w”~(X)~~~C~~~,~,~W)I~(X)I~~~~~ 
w”,(C F,, NN) z w”~( VN). Thus Hom.,(w”,( W)“, w”,JX)~~) z 
Hom.,(w”,( W”), w”,( W”)) r /1 as /l-lattices, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, we have that V, is homogeneous for every maximal subgroup 
N, in particular, every normal abelian subgroup is cyclic, By Lemma 2.1, G 
has a normal cyclic subgroup A of index 2. If V, is not irreducible, then we 
can choose H in A, but then since Ker WC Ker V= 1, we have H < Z(G). 
On the other hand, since Ker Xn A = 1, (Ker Xl d 2 and so G = HK is 
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abelian, a contradiction. So we have that V, is irreducible and so G is not 
a generalized quaternion group. The dimension of V, 2 Q([,, ; u) 
(A=(a), IAl=n) implies IKer WI=IKerXI=2 and Syl,(H)rSylz(K)z 
Z/22x Z/22. If Syl,(G) is semi-dihedral, then since every involution 
in Syl,(G)-A is conjugate, we have a contradiction. Thus, Syl,(G) 
is dihedral and choose involutions 6, E H-A and 6, E K- A. Then the 
structures of w”J IV)” and w”,(X)” are given by the action of b, and 
b2 on R[[,; a] as Galois automorphism induced by the action of b, 
and b, on A = (a), respectively. Since w”,,( I#‘)“~ OpsncH) R[[,, h,lP 
and w”,(X)~ g OpencK) R[[,, k,lP’ and G(2’) is cyclic, we have that for 
every odd prime Parr, R[r,;h,]‘rR[ip;kplP’, where P~syl,(H), 
P’ E Syl,( K), (h, > E Syl,( (h ) ), and (k, ) E Syl,( (k ) ). Therefore, we may 
assume that G is a 2-group. Then /i = End.,(w”( IV,)“) is isomorphic to 
R[[,]’ c Q(<,)+ and End.,(M,“, M,“) is an ideal ct in R[[,,] +, where 
Q(i)+ denotes the real subfield and R[c,,]’ = R[[,,] n Q([,,)+. Since 
M,G, E M,G,) ccR[[,,] is a principal ideal in Q([,,). But since the map 
Cl(Q[{T])-Cl(Q(i,)) is injective by Theorem 4.2 in [7], CI is also a 
principal ideal which means M,” r MzG, a contradiction. 
(2). w”.(X,) s (~~(X))~for Td N 6 G and a QN-mod&e X. 
ProoJ: Suppose false. By the minimality of G, we have N= G and 
Ker X= 1. We may assume that X is simple and T is a maximal subgroup 
of G. Let (H, IV= Q([,,; a)) be a primitive generator of X. Assume G = H, 
then T= G(,,,. We have X= Q(i,; a), XT= (p - 1 )(Q(L,,,,; up)), and so 
w”~(X~)Z (p- l)(R[[,,,,,; a”])~ R[c,; ulr, a contradiction. So we have 
G # H. Then we have 
tw”Gtx))Tr c (W”H(W))KHan T7 
REH\GIT 
by the minimality of G, a contradiction. 
(3). w”,(X’) z (w”N(X))Sfor N< S< G and a QN-module X. 
Proof. Suppose false. By the minimality of G, we have S= G and 
Ker F = 1. We may assume that N is a maximal subgroup and X is 
irreducible. If Xc is irreducible, then we can choose a primitive generator of 
p in N, a contradiction. By the properties of a primitive generator, we 
may assume that G is a p-group for a prime p, as we showed in Section 2. 
If X is trivial, then we have N = 1 and GE Z/pZ. Set G = (a), then 
w”G( lG) &z WN G(QOQ(ip;a))~RORC5,;al~ 
a contradiction. Therefore, Xc decomposes into a 
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p simple QG-module, Xc = I/, 0 V2 0 . . . @ V,,. Let (H, W) be a primitive 
generator of V= Vi. We may assume VN = X. Then X= C WgHg, NN. 
But, since X is irreducible, we have X= W,, NN and W,, N is 
irreducible. Clearly, W,, N is a primitive generator of X and so w,(X) z 
w”~~~N(W~~~)~. Since WHnNH ’ is not irreducible, it decomposes into p 
simple QH-modules { Wj; i = 1, . . . . p >. Since V, @ V, @ . . . @ VP = p = 
(WH,,N H)G = W,C@ ... 0 WpG, we may assume that Wi is a generator of 
Vi. If G# H, then by the minimality of G, w>, N( WHnN)H 2 C w”~( Wi) 
and so we have (w”~(X))‘E (w”HnN( WwnNN))’ 2 (C w”,,( Wi))G g 
C( w”J W,))” z x w”,( Vi), a contradiction. Since we got H = G, G/Ker V, 
is of order p and so G is an elementary abelian p-group. Since X is 
irreducible, we have G E Z/pZ x Z/pZ and X= Q([,; b), where (b) = N. 
Let G=(a,b). Then w”(X)rR[[,;b]@R[~,;b]a@ ... @R[c,;b] up-’ 
z Te,+ Te, + ... + TePHl, where T = R[[,; b] and ei = 1 + (a(‘) + 
(a[‘)’ + . . . + (ac’)P- ’ for i = 0, 1, . . . . p - 1. Clearly, we can see Tej E 
R[[,-‘; a] E w”& Vi), which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 when R contains l/ICI. 
Now we return to the case Z. If o*( ) are all well-defined, then (w,( )} 
are clearly commutative with the conjugation maps by the definition of 
{w, 1, that is, the statement (a) holds. Suppose that Theorem 4.3 is false 
and let G be a minimal counterexample. Choose R as maximal subject to 
the number of prime divisors t of (GJ with l/t E R. As we already showed, if 
R contains l/)G(, then Theorem 4.3 holds. Therefore, there is a prime 
divisor t of ICI with l/t&R. Set R” = R(l/t) and w”J V, W) = 
[R”[[,; a]‘] E G,(R”G) and consider the diagram 
G,(RG) 7 G,(R”G) 
Y 
IT 
B 
GdRG,d 
where OL( CM]) = CR” OR M], y is the restriction, and /I is induced from the 
canonical homomorphism G -+ G/G,,, z G(,,,. Then since Ker a is generated 
by t-torsion RG-modules and such modules always have composition series 
whose factors are R(G/G,,.,)-modules, we obtain Ker tx c Im /I. Further- 
more, since BY = 1 GOcRG,,,,l, Ker a n Ke y =O. Therefore, in order to prove 
Theorem 4.3, for example, if we want to show that for two primitive 
generators (H,, W, = Q(<,; al)) and (HZ, W2 = Q([,; u2)) of a QG-module 
K CRCC,; a,lGl r CRC&,,; uJG], then since Theorem 4.3 is valid in 
G,(R”G) and a is commutative with the definition of the lifting% 
a(CRCL; a,lG1 - CRCL,; d”l) = CR’TL,; a,lG1 - CR”C5,; d”l = 0. 
Therefore, we suffice to show that their images by y coincide in G,(RG(,.,). 
By the minimality of G, if we get that y is commutative with the definition 
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of the liftings, we have the desired results. Applying the same arguments to 
other statements (b) and (c), we can get the desired conclusion. By Mackey 
decomposition, y(wJ V, IV)) = [MIGN = C, [M]RHa,,vN, where the sum is 
taken over H\G/N, (H, W) is a primitive generator of I’, M denotes 
R[[[,; a], and N denotes G,,,,. Therefore, if we could prove (c) in 
Theorem 4.3 for H, then we would have 
Y(WG(K WI= c uHRnN(WRHanNIN 
RE H?G/N 
= ON( wGN) = wG,, ,( vG,,,l). 
Thus, y is commutative with w and so ail statements in Theorem 4.3 are 
held in this case. But by the same proof as (2) of Theorem 4.2 in the case 
R = Z[l/jGI], we have the required result (c) in H. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 4.2. 
5. A RING LIFTING 
In this section, we will show that oG is a ring homomorphism for a finite 
nilpotent group G. A finite G-set S is a finite set together with a right 
action of G on this set. Let A(G) be the Burnside ring of G, which is the 
Grothendieck ring constructed from the commutative semi-ring of the set 
of G-isomorphism classes of finite G-sets. Then for a ring R, there is a 
natural ring homomorphism Pi: A(G) + G,( RG) given by pR(S) = 
[ VJS)] E G,(RG), where VR(S) is the R-modules spanned by the elements 
of S. We then have the commutative diagram 
A(G) 
@L 
11 @Q 
Go(ZG) - GcSQG). 
The property (b) in Theorem 4.2 implies wG( 1 HG) = [Z,]” for H 6 G, 
that is, oG satisfies o,(,u~)=~~. Since wG is well-defined, pu,(Ker pp)=O 
and Im ,uz z Im ,Q. Since pLz and pQ are ring homomorphisms, wG is also 
a ring homomorphism. 
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